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"In the Palm of Our Hands"
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\Zandhinagar, the capital of Gujarat, is named after the regions most famous
son, Mohandas Gandhi-the Mahatma. It's a new, well-planned city, spa-
cious. with good infrastructure. and some years ago I happened to watch a
film there about the plot to kill Gandhi. As the screen assassin pumped bul-
lets into Gandhi's body. the audience erupted into wild upplur." and cheers.

ln many parts of the world. Gandhi is virtually a saint. an iconwho tran-
scends political and national divisions. In 2015, a hundred years after Gan-
dhi began his campaign against British rule in India, a statue of him was pur
up in London's Parliament Square. He seems to be gazing almost idly at the
buildings from which the world's largest empire w6s 1un-1he one he helped
to bring down.

Protect me from my friends, flatterers, and followers, Gandhi once said.
But these days he hr. ,. many foes. espeeially in India. Hindu right-wingers.
whose glee I heard that evening in the city that carries his name, despise him
as an appeaser of Muslims, and blame him for India's Partition. others regret
his induction of Hindu rhetoric and symbols into Indian nationalism, revile
him for his refusal to disavow caste, believe he betrayed the laboring classes,
and are appalled at his views on women. Modernizers and advocates of
Indian hard power dismiss his anti-industrialism and pacifism

It is right that Gandhi should have enemies, and unsurprising that he
provokes so many angles of attack. I can't imagine he would have expected
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otherwise. He ngver saw himself as a model. He saw himself as an irrir*
ment' His entire lifle was an argument-or. rather. a series ol" argumeni-
with the world. That life stretched across three continents, and a t[i;d 

-Il
was lived outside India. lt also spanned the most murderous decads-ir
human history: Gandhi lived through the Boer War and the suppressim
African rebellions, through two world wars, and the Partition of the Irrlir
subcontinent-with some personal experience of all of them.

Gandhi's eccentricities make it hard to get his measure. It's clear to
that he was a political figure who ranks beside a very small number ofl
contemporaries: Lenin, Stalin, Hitlea and Mao-men who remade the
world. Except that Gandhi, unlike the rest, chose to try through nonvi
Also unlike those men, Gandhi never commanded a state, and his
of the Indian national movement was episodic. He was at the center of
tions, or led negotiations with the British, only for brief periods: from I
1922,when he launched his first Indian civil disobedience campaign: &ni
his Salt Satyagraha of the early 1930s; and in the years leading to hL
mass protest, Quit India, in1942. Each of these mobilizations was
by spells in prison, and in between were long periods when he ret
one ofhis several ashrams.

Yet in a society with no history of large-scale collective action-
politics was for most a domain of distant and spectacular power,
made people believe that they could make a difference. He built a
shaped a nationalist imagination, and expanded the world's repertrfu
dissent, protest, and peaceful disagreement.

His achievement in part had to do with the force of his own
Gandhi had a voracious appetite for self-improvement (however quirln
openness to experiment with ways of living, and a remarkable imperri
ness to embarrassment. He was a quick assimilator of elements from
cultures and traditions, repurposing them to express himself in direc
startling ways.

His impact also had to do with the nature of his opponent. Briti* i
rialism justified itself in terms of a liberal ideology of constitutional
ment and the rule of law. Yet the Raj, though cloaked in British ideaE
premised on the routine use of draconian ooemergency" powers and
force to control dissent and opposition. Gandhi became a master at

the fault lines and contradictions of the liberal imperlal state, subii
pretensions, and showing it to be a violence-dispensing machine.

There was a third element: his command of the media" Indian and
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Europe and the subcontinent became linked by the telegraph just around the

time of Gandhi's birth, and his life coincided with the rise of a new type of

political power: public opinion. In the West and many parts of Asia, as states

raced to amass military might, they also recognized the need to develop

methods of propaganda. Gandhi became a master at using his own image,

body,--and words to shape global opinion in a way that undermined imperial

self-justifications.

What would India be if Gandhi had not lived? It would still have gained

independence from colonial rule, but it would have taken a more violent and

divisive path, leaving legacies yet more bitter than they are today. Gandhi "'
made himself into a unifying ideal for Indians, established discussion and

negotiation as the way they did politics (though he'd resort to coercive fasts

unto death when negotiations weren't going his way), and did much to lessen

their sense of victimhood.

The India he left behind iemained a flawed place. It is true that he did 
* 

1

not abolish untouchability. But he did delegitimize il. It is true that he failed

to bring about unity between Hindus and Muslims. But he did make many

Indians feel shame when religious violence and killings occurred. Unlike a

Stalin or a Mao, who tried to change the imagination of their people by wield-

ing state power, Gandhi used imagination to try to change the nature of power

and the state.

o

The most famous modern Indian might not have become famous if he had
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vides. He would draw upon this experience to invent' back in India, a different

way-of-doing politics.

When Gandhi arrived in Bombay in January 1915, an Indian politician

described in a letter to his brother the impression he made: "modest downward

face and the retiring speech," with ooone front tooth missing on the left side";

eating only "queer food"-no salt, milk, ghee-just o'fruits and nuts." To most

who met him in those early days of his Indian homecoming, the fort-y$ve-

year-old Gandhi was an oddity. He didn't exude the glamour of power. "I
.f,6-,rlil-lrur. passed him by in the street without a second look," a viceroy later

said of him.

Gandhi was born in 1869 and raised in relative privilege. His father I
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served as a senior official in several of the small princedoms of westsl
cujarat, though the f-amily wap of the Bania caste, a trading communitr a
order below rhe Bratrmins and Kshatriyas. Thar subordinatl po.i,io, -J
candhi sensitive to social rank and power and aware that his own rank n'
not much to exploit.

Breaking the rules of his caste against travel abroad, he decided as r
nineteen-year-old to go to London to qualify as a rawyer. In his two urJ 

" 
t

years there, he reveled in a lreedom that led him to discover vegetarianiri
the Bhagavad Gita, and the victorian ethic of self-help. yet he failed to ma*
a fear of public speaking and, unable to establish a legal career in
accepted a brief that took him to South Africa in lB9B.

There, he befriended Muslims and parsis, European Jews and christi
worked with chinese, Tamils, lower castes, and indentured laborers:
emerged as the leader of Indian immigrants who used political lobbving
peaceful resistance to fight racially discriminatory laws. He came to beli
that he could s,ee the world from the bottom up, that he understood
oppressed and could speak for them. This became a powerful source df
self-belief, though it was never as well founded as he liked ro put aborrl

. Throughout his time in South Africa, he never made common cau-
Africans. who were subject to far worse discrimination rhan any Indirrr
own racism was to blame, compounded perhaps by casre-derived reflese=
he never escaped, however long or far away he was from India. His
went into getting Indians classified and treated differentlv from Afric
improve their position within the racial hierarchy, not to do awa1. nith !
hierarchy altogether. If that required showing loyalty to the British Frqi

j- the revolt of the Kaffirs is justified or not." It's an instance or th. t rfr
Gandhi's vision, a sign of how his conviclions could slide into dogmari.r- prejudice. In India, that dogmatism would aliendte some of his interloer
notably Muhammad Ali Jinnah (89) and Bhimrao Ambedkar (4lr

' immense consequences for the country,s history.

he didn't shirk from it. Signing up as a stretcher bearer when the
crushed aZulu uprising in 1906, he wrote, ,,It is not for me to sav r

Far more radical than his public politics were his experiments in
which led him to dispense with that bedrock of Indian society. the
Gandhi loved domesticity, but despised the family. Ir's not just ihat he
much care for his own. He came to see the family in general as a ca
caste and religious bigotry and ai the p.ogenito. of -u-t".ial acquisiti
So he set up communal farms that became laboratories for nen
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domestic relations, and tried other inventive m6nages, including some with

men only.

Gandhi had tried several times, from South Africa, to join Indian public

life. When he was finally able to return to India in 1915, he pledged to his

mentor, the liberal congressman Gopal Krishna Gokhale, that he would ob-

serve a year's political silence as he reacquainted himself with the country.

Traveling across India, he saw how distant the power of the state was from

the lives of most Indians, and also how divided the society was by caste, lan-

guage, and religion. He began to search for ways to bridge divides in a society

saturated with signs of discrimination-to find causes and symbols that

could unify Indians.

Ilg_ptarted with clothjng, an immediate marker o{commr4ity identity. (The

politician who deicribied Gandhi immediately after his arrival in 1915, be-

fore he began his dress experiments, went on to tell his brother that Gandhi

was 'dressed quite like a bania.") Gandhi spent months pondering his head- - -

gear, trying turbans in all styles, before inventing the Gandhi cap; tre rid-him-

self o!.gq1rye{s {oyn t9 the bare minllnum, thereby conveying asceticism, but

even more imp-ortant, commln_cating a social neutraliry a degree-zero of caste, 
,

religious, or regig"ll belgngilS.

This was a new way of being Indian, and he combined it with new ways of

doing politics. Gandhi, in the early years of his return, tested his methods of

boycotts and peaceful resistance in the Indian countryside, Ieading agrarian

i protest movements in Gujarat and Bihar. He recruited to his cause local pol-

; iti"iur,r who later served him well in his effort to control the Congress party' He

I conciliated a textile workers'strike, which gained him the trust ofindustrial-

I irt. and businessmen such as Ambalal Sarabhai, who began to subsidize him.

I Wi f, these resources, he built himself up in the Congress, coming to dominate

[ *," fractious party. and reorganized its structure and membership to expand it

J b"yond its core ofEnglish-speaking elites.

I For all his radicalism, Gandhi remained loyal to the empire for the dura- 
--

] tion of the First World War. Yet that loyalty was shattered in 1919 by the

J shooting in Amritsar of unarmed men, women, and children who had gath-

J ered there to protest the continuation of draconian wartime detention powers.

I Wnut particularly outraged Gandhi and others was the refusal by the British

J authorities to punish the officer who ordered the killings. Gandhi was ready

I *rn to take the battle to the British

I O. it iupp"r,"d. in order to build his first national campaign of civil dis-

I obedience, he seized upon an issue quite remote to India. Victorious in the

I
I



First world war, the Ailies were negotiating the breakup of the ottoal
Empire, which would end the otto*un sultan's rure over Mecca and MedL
and bring about the collapse of his caliphate. Musrims in India and ao
the world were outraged. Gandhi decided to pledge Congress .rpfoa,o
movement, led by conservative Muslim maulais,,o p."J".r" the'c"li
He convinced Hindus across the country to unite with their Musrim
ren' to the horror of liberars within the congress, including Jinnah.
feared that Gandhi was releasing rerigious passions that would be imrns
to retire. Nevertheless, Gandhi managed, for a brief moment, to bring
gether Hindus and Muslims. He had b"gr, to unnerve the Raj_and he r
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doing it through nonviolent confrontatioi.

o

it a point to speak with these radical nationalists-he met .oeverr-

Indian anarchist" in London, he later said_including the H,ra, ,*
ideologue v' D' Savarkar. He became fascinated by thlet schemes and p
and admired their wiilingness to die for the cause of India,s freedom. br

In 1897 in Durban, Gandhi was beaten bloody by a white mob that had
to lynch him. In 1908, in Johannesburg, he was assaulted by a
Pathans. During the decade between thesJ attacks, he read fomoy *"i
resistance and began his experiments with the practice he rater caned
graha, or ootruth force." But he realry started to think deeply about ri
after encounters with young Indian terrorists and revolutionaries.

In 1909, Gandhi traveled to London on one ofseveral visits to lobh
cause of South Africa's Indians. The city had become a way station fII
fected young Indians. (Just before Gandhi,s arrival, an Indian studcil
shot dead a British Incrian Army officer in south Kensington.) Gandhi r

troubled by their readiness to kilr. He began to muster argumenls apr
what he later called this "Indian school of Jore,rc".,, That, in turn, led h
a critique of modern society and civilization, which he articulated in a
burning text written in an eye brink on the boat back from Britain to
Africa, in 7909-Hirud Swaraj, or Ind.ian Home Rule.

The book took the-form of a dialogue between an Editoq repr
Candhi's views, and a Reader, ."pr"."rrirrg the views of a nationalist
"we will assassinate a few Englishmen . . . we will undertake guerrila u
and defeat the English,,, says the Reader, who argues at another poiil-
Japan, so must India be-we must own our own navy, our army . . .
India's voice ring through the workl.,,
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This was exactly the path that so many twentieth-century anticolonial
and nationalist movements would take, exactly the ambition that would ani-
mate so many new nations and their peak-capped leaders. Gandhi resisted it.
*What is granted under fear can be retained only so long as the fear lasts," he

told the advocates of violence. What they were fighting for was a free India
in the pale image of other nslisns-net true swaraj, merely "English rule
without the Englishmen."

ooW'hat we need to do," Gandhi went on to say, 
oois kill ourselves." He liked

to argue hy inversions and reversals of commonplaces; this is one of his most

puzzling and provocative. In a counter to the terrorists, eager to kill in order
to challenge the state's sovereign power over life and death, Gandhi proposed

the figure of the satyagrahi, the trained nonviolent resister, who, by his or her
willingness to die, subverted that power. By asserting control over his own

life and death, the satyagrahi was able to possess a different, more intimate
kind of sovereignty: over his own person.

Violent rebellion could always be easily suppressed in lndia, as it was

during the uprising of 1857. The balance of coercive power lay with the Brit-
ish. But Ga.4dh! s conceplion of nonviolent action was not merely a tactical
one. He was making a fundamental point about power's dependence o-n

legitimacy. It's not just that the more powerful could reta]iate against the less

powerful by use of foiib, and alo so more effectively; it! thaf they were always

in a position to justify the use of retaliatory force. "'The show of violence always

gives the privileged group, the holder of power, the opportunity of using a
much more potent weapon than any military force," the German-American
theologian Reinhold Niebuhr noted in a perceptive essay on Gandhi in 1931.

"That force is the identification of its own interests with the necessities of law
and order." Niebuhr recognized that Gandhi was waging a battle over beliefs,
the ultimate source of power. Gandhi was delegitimating power-robbing
*the privileged group of its moral pretensions," as Niebuhr put it.

o

Niebuhr's essay was written in the wake of Gandhi's most famous act of non-

violeni resistance. the Salt Satyagraha of 1930. lt's often held up-as an exem-

plary instance of Gandhi's spontaneouso even naive style-a testimony to his
sheer determination. Yet Gandhi didn't just lead the campaign. He managed

it down to its minutest detail, making brilliant use of a new instru."ni fot

shaping belief: the global media.

In the spring of that year, Candhi came to Dandi, a small village on the

,l:
-1 .
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Gujarat coast. He had walked at the head of a band of folrowers for tu-edrr-
four days, traveling some two hundred miles from his ashram near Ahmedabd.
The reason for the march? To pick up a handfur of sart from the seashore- ,,
defying a British tax on the substance. Gandhi would later say that the decish
to make salt the focus of his agitation was a flash of inspiration.

Perhaps. Gandhi recognized that the British Empire, and especialrr
Raj, was, in the words of nineteenth-century British observers, u.r,,"_pi
opinion." In weeks of meticulous planning for the campaign, he set abr
reinventing an ancient practice, the pilgrimage, for the modern media agn

The seventy-nine marchers who accompanied him were 
"ach 

chos.o
vetted by Gandhi himself. He wanted a smail enough number for him to
age the procession personally; a representative from each part ofthe cor
and marchers who were dedicated but relatively urkrorrr_ro political
Ieagues who might dilute the attention centered on him. He 

"a."fully 
d"sr1

their outfits (no political insignia or markings were allowed: he wanted
satyagrahis to convey a timeless, eremental quality) and made sure rh.r
was the only one to carry a stick. To secure the vocal support oftownsper
and villagers along the route, he dispatched his rieutenants to visit stsr;
points in advance and rustle up excitement.

t\
Most important, Gandhi invited photographers and film c.e*s to J

He did all this because he had also arranged for the world,s press to o
along, and he wanted to minimize the unexpected. In the weeks beforc
march, he invited journalists, both Indian and foreign, to his ashram m
banks of the sabarmati River. He ailowed them to write up what he said r
public prayer meetings, and also in his private conversations with visitrs
ashram members. Gandhi used the prayer meetings to build the drama-
ing his listeners that for the marchers this would be their rast fighr.
while, in the audience, mill owners mingled with the poor ard lul*e.
so that Gandhi could convey the breadth and unity of hi. .rpporters.
journalists dutifully took all this down, then published it internationall,r-

pany him on the trek to Dandi. They did so, in motor cars. The jigglv foi
they shot of Gandhi's fast-paced walk-he quickened hi. .trid"1t ".rstrategic points-was seen across the world. The image of the Mahatma *i
across the dusty plains ahead of his band of foilowers was now bur*d
the imaginations of millions: the tiny stick man with teapot ears, shor-i
the imperial blimps. some months later, Time magazine drew him for its
He was cleverly shown studying a newspaper, reading perhaps of hir
exploits.
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Swaraj, Candhi had written in his 1909 book, Iay "in the palm of our hands."
It wasinTther of his arresting inversions. For those committed to using violence.

freedom lies in the capture or destruction of a distant object, the state. Yet

Gandhi challenges us to shift our attention away from the state. That's not

because he is essentially an antipolitical thinker, a moralist, as many think.
It's because his view of politics was expansive.

Gandhi saw the modern state as a usurper of duties that we as individuals l

should rightfully retain. We had lost the capacity to restrain and control our
own desires; we were no longer masters ofourselves. That breakdown created

the necessity for an external apparatus of control: the state, with its concen-

tratedpowersofcoercion,itscalculusoflawandpunishment.
According to Gandhi, terrorist revolutionaries and constitutional nation-

alists labored under too narrow a conception of politics, obsessed as both
groups were with the state. For them, freedom was a goal in the future, achieved

either through the violent capture of state power or by gradual entry into gov-

ernment through electoral means. Instead, G_e4d!! ygt9q us to see freedom ^,

as something there to be seized in the present moment, through-everyday
activities that had nothing to do with the state-by spinning thread_to 14p\g
your own cloth, gathering your own salt, tending your own health,-resolving
your own conflicts. These were fundamentally political acts that could re- --

store Indians to mastery over their habits of mind and body and so give them

freedom.

There's something solipsistic about this conception of freedom, but it's
also a challenging one. It asks us to think of a politics beyond the imagina-
tive confines ofthe state. Politics had become all-pervasive and inescapable,

entrapping us "Iike the coil of a snake," Gandhi said. If politics pervaded

every aspect of our lives, it also meant that our most intimate acts had politi-
cal significance. Gandhi didn't renounce politics; he redefined it.

o

To make politics intimate was a form of power against an empire built on
distant majesty and intimidating impersonality. The march to Dandi to pick
rry a handful of salt showed that it was possible for an individual to stand up

to power by a simple act. It was an act of political enchantment that made

politics personal again.

But it was also an act of provocation-and not only to the British. Gandhi's 1
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assassin, Nathuram Godse, a Brahmin from the Pune region of M

- was directly inspired by the ideas of Savarkar, the young terrorist and i
logue of Hindu nationalism with whom Gandhi had argued in 1909.
was angered that Gandhi, with his ooeccentricities, whimsicality,
and primitive vision," his "childish insanities and obstinacies," was
less able, as if by magic, to mobilize hundreds of millions of people.
movement might succeed or fail, Godse said, 'obut that could make no
ence to the Mahatma's infallibility"; Gandhi had become "formidabh
irresistible." And his actions, Godse believed, had fed the demands of
Muslims, leading to India's holy territory being split in two.

In the weeks before Godse pulled his gun, there were several
Gandhi's life-including, just ten days earlier, a bomb attack at one d
Delhi prayer meetings. Gandhi knew there was a conspiracy, yet he
extra precautions. He told those assembled at his prayer meetings tha!
if a bomb were thrown into their midst, they must not budge. I want to
saying the name of Rama, he said, even if there is shooting around rrn
that is exactly what he did when, on the evening ofJanuary 30, lg48,
shot him dead.


